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A description of how the various clustering algorithms in the package work. Other Information: Further information about the algorithms and their parameters can be found in the online documentation, or by running the command line help("kmeans"). Copyright: Copyright
(c) 1999-2007, Christoph Morcke All rights reserved. Copyright (c) 2011, 2019, Xiaofei Zhen All rights reserved. License: The programs in this package are free software; you can redistribute them and/or modify them under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation, version 2 of the License. Any use of these programs is subject to the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, version 2 of the License. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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To facilitate the application of k-means clustering to massive data sets, the program uses multiple processors. It is necessary to define a processor identifier and the size of the thread block. To perform a parallel or a hybrid algorithm, the following macro definitions are
provided: PURE_PARALLEL_CLUSTER Executes all the iterations of Lloyd's algorithm using a pure parallel algorithm. HYBRID_PARALLEL_CLUSTER Executes all the iterations of Lloyd's algorithm using a hybrid algorithm. TIMING_PARALLEL_CLUSTER Starts the k-means
process in a pure parallel mode. It uses the default cluster size, and it will stop when no new centers are needed. TIMING_HYBRID_PARALLEL_CLUSTER Starts the k-means process in a hybrid mode. It uses the default cluster size, and it will stop when no new centers are
needed. TIMING_PARALLEL_MULTI_CLUSTER Starts the k-means process in a parallel mode. It uses the default cluster size, and it will stop when no new centers are needed. TIMING_HYBRID_MULTI_CLUSTER Starts the k-means process in a hybrid mode. It uses the
default cluster size, and it will stop when no new centers are needed. This program also provides several facilities to visualize clustering results. A plot of the centers found at the end of the algorithm with a given number of iterations. A plot of the centers found at the end of
the algorithm with a given number of iterations. The given number of iterations is either the number of iterations of the Lloyd's algorithm or the number of iterations of the hybrid algorithm, as selected by the macro _CLUSTER_NUMBER. A plot of all the centers found at the
end of the algorithm with the given number of iterations. The given number of iterations is either the number of iterations of the Lloyd's algorithm or the number of iterations of the hybrid algorithm, as selected by the macro _CLUSTER_NUMBER. EZ_PLOT_CENTERS A plot
of the centers found at the end of the algorithm using the pure parallel algorithm. EZ_PLOT_CENTERS_PARALLEL A plot of the centers found at the end of the algorithm using the pure 2edc1e01e8
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The package also provides interfaces to CLHEP, which provides a general interface for passing to several different clustering algorithms. It can be used as a library, or as a standalone application, if the interface for the clustering algorithm in question is already written. A
KMeans object, represented as a pair of vectors, stores all the data to be clustered and the centers of each of the k clusters. Once initialized, a KMeans object may be filled with data points by the following functions: PointClass ::= Class(DataVector); PointClass ::=
Class(CenterVector, DataVector); PointClass ::= Class(CenterVector, PointClass); PointClass ::= Class(PointClass, DataVector); initKMeans(PointClass, int, int); initKMeans(PointClass, int, int, DataVector); initKMeans(PointClass, int, int, DataVector, int); If optional
arguments are supplied, the last one is the number of clusters to be assigned. The arguments for the first initKMeans are the type of object and the data vector, while the optional second argument indicates the dimension of the space in which the clustering will be
performed. The function returns the centers of the k clusters, represented as a vector of the same length as the given input data vector. The data vector to be clustered will be normalized (divided by the norm of the input data vector), if the given data vector was not
normalized. If the optional parameter opt_init_centers is non-zero, the clustering will be initialized to some specified center points. static PointClass kMeans(PointClass *, int, int, int, DataVector &, int = 1, DataVector = DataVector()); Given an existing KMeans object
kMeans, the function computes the initial centers for the new clustering. The optional parameter has no effect when kMeans is being initialized. static PointClass initKMeans(PointClass, int, int); Given an existing KMeans object kMeans, the function fills the clusters of the
KMeans object with the data points. The optional parameter does not affect the clustering. extern void Lloyd(KMeans *, int); Sets a given cluster to be centered at a center vector. extern void LloydRun(K
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What's New in the?

Iterative clustering algorithms work by moving a set of points from one cluster to another. Let Z be a collection of k clusters. Each stage of the algorithm moves every point in Z from its current cluster to the centroid of its neighbor cluster. This process is repeated until
convergence, meaning that there are no further moves that decrease the cost. At each iteration, the cost is measured as the sum of the squared distances between each point and its assigned cluster. The parameters are: initialization method, iteration method, the number of
iterations, the number of centers, the number of trials per swap. The algorithm uses each of these parameters to control the trade-off between speed and quality. For example, setting a large number of centers can increase the speed at the expense of not finding the global
optimum. Set initialization method to specify which initialization method to use. Available options are: RandomInitialization: The centers are initialized at random. KMeansInitialization: The centers are initialized by following the k-means++ algorithm of Arthur and
Vassilvitskii (2007). Set the iteration method. Iterations are either repetitive: repeat the process multiple times before stopping, linear: the number of iterations is linearly increased in each iteration, quadratic: the number of iterations is quadratically increased in each
iteration, ball_and_stick: the number of iterations is proportional to the cube of the number of centers, simulated_annealing: the number of iterations is proportional to the cube root of the number of centers. Set the number of centers to specify the number of centers used.
This option controls how random the search should be. Set the number of iterations to control the number of times the process is repeated. Set the number of trials per swap to control the trade-off between speed and quality. All the algorithms include: Initialization: The
cluster centers are generated using a random initialization or the k-means++ initialization. The user may also use their own initialization method for each run. Execution: For each execution the input data is checked and the algorithm starts by generating k cluster centers.
All the centers are generated in one shot, this allows the user to specify how many centers should be used and also to experimentally tune the parameters that control how random the search should be. The execution does not check the input data. Trial termination: The
algorithm terminates when the cost (or a stopping condition is met). Datasets The program comes with a number of datasets as well as a collection of other C++ programs. To use the data you'll need to download the following package: Additionally, if you're interested in
using the plots on this page, the following program will download
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System Requirements:

A powerful Windows PC with at least 1GB of RAM. (recommended) A compatible controller for a compatible NVIDIA GPU (GeForce 7xxx or later) Minimum pixel density is 640 x 480. (recommended) Minimum frame rate is 30fps (recommended). An internet connection and an
account for EA Access. Additional Notes: The Commander Mode settings can be found here:
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